TooFab’s Week in Celebrity Pictures: June 4 - June 10

Joanna Krupa turned heads at the 4th Annual Ante Up for a Cancer Free Generation Poker Tournament supported by PokerStars Helping Hands on Saturday night. The event raised over $150,000 to assist innovative research from young physician scientists and support programs for young people impacted by the disease.

Teri Hatcher was all smiles at the 4th Annual Ante Up for a Cancer Free Generation Poker Tournament supported by PokerStars Helping Hands on Saturday night. She placed 2nd in the tournament and had a great time at the table competing against actor Steve Howey. The event raised over $150,000 to assist innovative research from young physician scientists and support programs for young people impacted by the disease.
On Saturday night Teri Hatcher and Beau Casper Smart both made the final table at the 4th Annual Ante Up for a Cancer Free Generation Poker Tournament supported by PokerStars Helping Hands. Teri placed 2nd and Beau 3rd, just missing the Grand Prize. The event raised over $150,000 to assist innovative research from young physician scientists and support programs for young people impacted by the disease.